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In the present article we show that each subdecomposable operator T on 
a complex Banach space X with thick spectrum has a non-trivial invariant 
subspace. Recall that a compact subset (r of the complex plane is called 
thick if there is a bounded open set V in @ such that u is dominating in 
V in the sense of Rubel and Shields [ 151. If even the essential spectrum of 
T is thick, then the invariant subspace lattice of T is shown to contain a 
sublattice order isomorphic to the lattice of all closed linear subspaces of 
a suitable infinite dimensional Banach space. Using duality methods the 
same conclusions are obtained for Banach space operators occurring as 
quotients of decomposable operators. 
Thus at the same time we generalize results of S. Brown [S], E. Albrecht 
and B. Chevreau [l], and the first named author [Ill]. S. Brown proved 
in [S] that each hyponormal operator with thick spectrum has a non- 
trivial invariant subspace. Using stronger conditions for the spectra 
E. Albrecht and B. Chevreau obtained in [l] invariant subspace results 
of the type described above for operators acting on quotients of closed 
subspaces of lp (1 < p < oo). In [11] either operators on special classes of 
Banach spaces are considered or stronger richness conditions for the 
spectra, respectively essential spectra, are used. 
In [2] E. Albrecht and the first named author obtained intrinsic 
characterizations of operators occurring as restrictions or quotients of 
decomposable operators. A continuous linear Banach space operator 
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TE L(X) is up to similarity the restriction of a decomposable operator if 
and only if it satisfies Bishop’s property (p), i.e., 
T;:O(U,X)-+C”(U,X),f+(z-T)f 
is injective with closed range for each open set CT in @. Analogously, T is 
proved to be similar to a quotient of a decomposable operator if and only 
if it satisfies property (6) i.e., 
is onto for each open set U in @. Moreover, it is shown in [2] how to 
construct canonical decomposable extensions and liftings for operators 
satisfying property (/Q respectively property (6). 
To obtain the results of this paper we use the Scott Brown technique 
together with some particular properties of these canonical extensions and 
liftings. 
In Section 1 we describe how to construct the canonical decomposable 
extensions and liftings for operators with property (B), respectively (6). In 
addition, we deduce some special properties of these canonical construc- 
tions, which are crucial for the remaining parts of the paper. In Section 2 
we prove the invariant subspace results for restrictions and quotients of 
decomposable operators announced at the beginning. In Section 3 we are 
interested in conditions which ensure that the operator algebra Alg Lat( T) 
generated by the invariant subspace lattice of T can be represented as an 
algebra consisting of bounded analytic functions on an open subset V of @. 
More precisely, we show that for an operator TEL(X) with property (p) 
or (6) there is a continuous algebra homomorphism 
@: Alg Lat(T) + H”( V) 
with @(p(T)) =p for each polynomial p, provided the essential spectrum of 
T is dominating in V. We give a complete characterization of the kernel of 
@ and study conditions which ensure that Alg Lat(T) is contained in the 
bicommutant of T. 
0. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a bounded open subset of @. By H”(V) we denote the Banach 
algebra of all bounded analytic functions on V equipped with the norm 
llfll = supZB y If(z It is well known that H”(V) is a w*-closed subspace 
of L”(V) relative to the duality (,5’(V), L”(V)). As usual we write 
P”( F’) for the smallest w*-closed subspace of L”(V) containing all poly- 
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nomials. The space P”( V) is a subalgebra of H”( V) and can be regarded 
as the dual space of the Banach space Q = Z,‘( I’)/’ P”(V). A sequence (f,) 
in P”(V) converges to zero relative to the hi?*-topology induced by the 
duality with Q if and only if it is norm-bounded and converges to zero 
uniformly on each compact subset of I/. Since Q is separable, this implies 
the w*-continuity of all point evaluations &A : P”( V) -+ @, f + f( A) (A E V). 
A subset M of the complex plane will be called dominating in V, if 
U-II = sup If(z)1 
reMn c 
holds for all f E P”( V), or equivalently, if the closed absolutely-convex hull 
of (g2; AE VnM} is the closed unit ball in Q. ForfEH”(V) and AE V 
we denote by fA the unique function in H”( V’) with (i-z) fi(z) = 
f(1) -f(z) for ZE I’. It is easy to check that for fixed AE V the map 
H” ( V) -+ H X ( V), f -+ fi., is \v*-continuous and maps the set P” ( V) into 
itself. 
If K is a compact subset of the complex plane, then we write as usual 
Rat(K) for the set of all rational functions with poles off K. 
If E is an arbitrary set and Nz 1 is an integer, then we define 
EN = {(X1, . . . . X,); X1, . . . . <x&’ E I?}, 
M(N, E)= {(~,~);.x,~~Efor j,k= 1, . . . . N}. 
We write M(N, E) for the set of all infinite matrices (x~~)~,~~ N with coef- 
ficients in E. If E is a vector space, then EN, M(N, E), M(N, E) are vector 
spaces in a natural way. In case E is a normed space we define for each 
N, x N,-matrix (xjk) with coefficients .xjk in E (1 5 j 5 N,, 1 5 k 5 N,) 
Il(Xjk)ll =max(IlxjA; 1 I jSN,, 1 SkSNN,}. 
Let X be a complex Banach space and let L(X) stand for the Banach 
algebra of all continuous linear operators on X. For TE L(X) the left essen- 
tial spectrum cle( T) of T is the set of those points A in C with Im(l - T) 
non-closed or dim Ker(1 - T) = co, and the right essential spectrum c,,(T) 
of T consists of all points ,? in @ with dim(X/Im(l- T)) = cc. As usual we 
write a,(T) = clc( T) u e,(T) for the essential spectrum of T. 
By definition Lat(X) will be the lattice of all closed linear subspaces of 
X. For M, NE Lat(X) we set 
6(M, N)=inf{ I/x- yll;xe M with (Ix(I = 1 and J’E N}. 
If TE L(X), then Lat( T) stands for the sublattice of Lat(X) consisting of 
all spaces that are invariant for T. We shall say that Lat( T) is rich if there 
is an infinite dimensional Banach space Z such, that Lat(T) contains a 
sublattice order isomorphic to Lat(Z). 
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Let S be a fixed compact subset of C. Recall that an operator TEL(X) 
is said to possess Bishop’s property (p) on @\,S, if 
is injective with closed range for each open subset V of C\S. Here O( V, X) 
is the Frtchet space of all X-valued analytic functions on V. If T satisfies 
property (/?) on @\S, then for each closed set F in @ with Sn F= q5 or 
S c F the spectral subspace 
X,(F)= {XEX;XE T,C(@\F, X)} 
belongs to Lat(T) and satisfies a( TJ X,(F)) c F (cf. [2]). For an arbitrary 
operator TEL(X) and an open set V in @ we define X,(V) = UK X,(K), 
where K ranges over all compact subsets of V and X,(K) is defined as 
above. 
An operator TEL.(X) is said to possess property (6) on @\S, if 
x= X,(D) + X,(C\D,) 
holds for each concentric pair of open discs D,, D in @ with 6, c D c @\S, 
or equivalently, if the map 
is onto for each open subset V of @\S (see [lo] for the equivalence). 
Recall that an operator TEL(X) is said to be S-decomposable, if 
for each open cover @ = U, u . . . u iJ, with SC U, there are spaces 
x 0, . . . . X, E Lat( T) with X= X0 + . . . + X, and cr( TI Xi) c Ui for i= 0, . . . . n. 
In [2] it is shown that TEL(X) satisfies Bishop’s property (p) on @\S if 
and only if T is similar to a restriction of an S-decomposable operator, and 
that T satisfies property (6) on @\S if and only if T is up to similarity a 
quotient of an S-decomposable operator. Moreover, in [2] it is proved 
that an operator TEL(X) satisfies Bishop’s property (8) on @\S if and 
only if the adjoint T’EL(X’) satisfies property (S) on @\S, and that the 
statement remains true, if both properties are exchanged. 
1. S-DECOMPOSABLE LIFTINGS AND EXTENSIONS 
Consider a continuous linear operator RE L(E) on a complex Banach 
space E and an open disc D in @ containing g(R). It is well known (cf., for 
instance, [ 17, Prop. 3.33) that the sequence 
0-+0(D) 6 Ed l?(D) 8 EL E-+0, 
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where @ is the continuous linear operator uniquely determined by 
@(f@x)=f(R).u (j-E O(D), x E E), 
is exact. Let &, be either the completed s-tensor product or the completed 
n-tensor product and let A(D) be the Bergman space consisting of all 
square integrable analytic functions on D. The composition 
where the first map is induced by the continuous embedding of A(D) into 
L”(D), will again be denoted by @. 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf R E L(E) and D is an open disc containing a(R), then 
O-,A(D)~).E~A(D)~).E~E-,O 
is exact. 
A proof for the case a = x can be found in [l 
in the case a = E. By Lemma 1.1 the map 
I]. The same proof works 
A(D) &,, E/Im(z - R) + E, [f l+@(f) 
is a topological isomorphism. Its inverse is given by 
To construct canonical S-decomposable xtensions, respectively liftings, 
for operators with Bishop’s property (p), respectively property (6), we 
denote for each integer n 2 1 by W”(D) the Sobolev type space {f E L’(D); 
PfE L2(D) for j = 0, . . . . n}. Equipped with the norm - 
IV(D) is a Hilbert space. As usual Jdenotes the derivation with respect o 
f in the sense of distributions. Completely analogous to the ordinary 
Sobolev embedding lemma one can show that for n 22 each element in 
W”(D) has a representative in C-‘(D) and that the induced embedding 
of W”(D) into C’-‘(D) is continuous. By forming the tensor product with 
the identity operator the scalar valued Z-sequence gives rise to the exact 
sequence 
0 + A(D) & EA P(D) &EL W’n-l(D) G,, E-*0, 
provided n 2 1. 
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In the following we assume that S is a compact subset of @ such that R 
satisfies property (fi) or property (6) on C\S. To simplify the notation we 
fix an integer n 12 and define 
d=A(D), SF = iv(D): x = W-I(D), 
where D is as before a fixed open disc containing a(R). 
To treat the cases of property (8) and property (6) simultaneously let us 
agree upon the following convention. 
If R E L(E) satisfies property (/3) on C/S, then we define 
If R E L(E) satisfies property (6) on C\S (but not property (fi)), then we 
define 
Note that in both cases 
becomes an exact sequence of continuous linear operators, if the combining 
maps are defined by j(y) = [ 10 JJ], c?( [f]) = 8jI The multiplication with 
the argument induces continuous linear operators 
A: P-, P, [f] -+ [q-l, M,:2-&Y+X&Y,f+zf 
such that j intertwines A and a and a intertwines a and M,. Since A and 
M, satisfy Bishop’s property (8) on @\S, the same is true for 2 (cf. [Z]). 
As a quotient of a decomposable operator a satisfies also property (S). 
Therefore d is an S-decomposable operator. 
The sequence (1) is canonically dual to the exact sequence 
oczc q Z=Ker((z-B)oi*)~X’&fiZ+O. (2) 
Here Z is the kernel of the composition 
i’ w&z- d’ 6&z- d’ @flz 
and q is the restriction of the unique continuous linear operator 
21: X’@),Z+Z satisfying 21(u@z)=u(l)z (us%‘, ZEZ). 
The restriction of the operator 
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onto Z yields an operator fi E L(Z). As the dual, respectively predual of the 
S-decomposable operator a, the operator B is S-decomposable (cf. 
Cl& 191). 
In the following we shall call a the canonical S-decomposable xtension 
of A and 3 the canonical S-decomposable lifting of B. Since the norm on 
E may be replaced by an equivalent norm without any effect on Lat(R) we 
may and shall always assume j to be isometric. Furthermore, we shall 
tacitly regard Y as a closed subspace of Y. 
Remark 1.2. (a) In both cases the identity 
Y,(F)= &(F)n Y 
holds for all closed subsets F of @. To see this note that the quotient 
operator a/Y induced by A^ on the space Y/Y has the single valued exten- 
sion property. Indeed, the operator A/Y is even similar to the generalized 
scalar operator 
(b) Assume that UE L(Y), U* E L(Z) are dual to each other, i.e.. 
(l.Q,z>=(y, u*zj (YE Y, ZEZ). 
If U and A commute, then 
0: p-+ t u-1 + CVc3 Wf)l 
is a well defined continuous linear extension of U onto Y such that 0 and 
a commute. Moreover, the operator fi is canonically dual to the operator 
C?* E L(Z) obtained as the restriction of 
LEMMA 1.3. For each closed set F in @ with SC F or Sn F = (21 the 
iden tit-v 
Y,(F) = LZ,(C\F) 
holds. 
Proof: Since A satisfies property-(/Q on C\S and since @\Fc @\S or 
S c C\F, the operator cO(@\F, Y) ‘; 8(@\F, Y) has closed range. To 
see this use the definition of property (/I), respectively the maximum 
principle (cf. [2]). Therefore the claimed identity follows in the case that 
Z = Y’ from [ 10, Lemma 1.2.51. 
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Let us assume that Y = 2’. It is well known that the inclusion 
holds, whenever A E L( Y), BE L(Z) are operators such that A = B’. The 
simple idea is the following. For J’ E Y,d(F), z E Z,(C\F) choose a compact 
subset K of C\F and functions f~ G(@\F, Y), g6 C(C\K, Z) with ~7 = 
(A- A)f(A) on @\F, i= (I,- B) go*) on @\K. If I- is a cycle that 
surrounds K in @\F, then Cauchy’s integral formula yields 
The assumption that A satisfies property (p) on C\S is needed to prove the 
reverse inclusion. 
First, we consider the case that A is even S-decomposable. Since B 
satisfies property (B) on @\S in this case, we obtain 
%~\F)=l( ~GW)=; ‘Z,(K) 
= 9 ‘( Y,(C\K)‘) = n Y,(@\K)“‘Y.Z’ 
K 
= n Y,(@\WK)) = Y,(F), 
K 
where K ranges over all compact subsets of @\F with Kn S= Qr or 
SC Int(K). Here we have used that Y,(@\Int(K)) is O( Y, Z)-closed for all 
these K [19]. The general case now follows by using the canonical decom- 
posable extension, respectively lifting 
Y,(F) =j --‘(PA) = j -‘( lp~(@\F)) = ‘qiB(C\F) I ‘Z,(@\F). 
In Section 2 we shall use that sequences of approximate eigenvectors for 
B can be lifted to sequences of approximate eigenvectors for fi. To simplify 
the notation we shall write A’ instead of Z and T instead of B. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let ,I E D be arbitrary. Then for each sequence (zj),.> , 
in 2 with lim,, ocI (1- B)z, = 0 there is a sequence (x,)~~, in X with zj = q.u, 
foraNjandlim,,,(1-T)xj=O. 
Proof Let 1 E D and (zj), z , be as described above and define 
o,:sP+C,f-f(1). 
Recall that X is a closed subspace of the tensor product A?’ G6 Z and that 
the quotient 2’ 6)B Z/X is either the dual or the predual space of 
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i(z - A )z&’ @,, Y. Therefore, for a suitable bounded sequence (fi),, , in 
& 6,, Y the estimate 
holds. Consequently, there is a sequence (u~),~, in X with 
wl@zj-u,~ 0. 
Since z, - quj = 1 (wl @ zj - uj) A 0, we can choose a sequence (v,),.~ , in X 
converging to zero and satisfying zj = q(u, + vj) for all j. In view of 
we can choose (x~).~~ , =( uj + ~1~)  , . 
There are elementary examples of decomposable liftings for which the 
assertion of Proposition 1.4 fails. For instance, the bilateral shift on 1*(Z) 
can be regarded as a decomposable lifting of the backward shift on I*( N ). 
But the point spectrum of the backward shift is precisely the open unit disc, 
while the spectrum of the bilateral shift is the unit circle. 
2. INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
In the present section we shall prove that the invariant subspace results 
of E. Albrecht and B. Chevreau obtained in [l] for operators on quotients 
of closed subspaces of lp (1 < p < co) are valid on arbitrary Banach spaces 
even under a weaker condition on the richness of the spectrum. Our main 
result is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R E L(E) be a continuous linear operator on a com- 
plex Banach space E and let S be a compact subset of @ such that R satisfies 
property (/?) or property (6) on @\S. 
Assume that V is a bounded open set in @ with Sn V = 0 or SC V, Then 
we have: 
(a) Zf a(R) is dominating in V, then Lat(R) is non-trivial. 
(b) If a,(R) is dominating in V, then Lat(R) is rich. 
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First note that it suffices to prove the second assertion. Indeed, if a(R) # 
o,(R) and dim(E) 2 2, then Lat(R) is non-trivial. Hence, during the whole 
paragraph we shall assume that V is an open set as described in 
Theorem 2.1 and that o,(R) is dominating in V. 
To treat the cases of property (B) and property (6) simultaneously we 
use the constructions described in Section 1. In particular, we shall assume 
that Y, Z, A, B, . . . are defined as explained there. Before going into details 
we explain the general idea of the proof, which occurs in this form or in a 
similar form in most applications of the Scott Brown technique. 
Assume that there is point ,D E V such that there are sequences (yj) in Y 
and (zk) in Z satisfying 
djkP(PO= (PtA)Yj* zk) (*) 
for all natural numbers j, k, and all polynomials p E @[z] in one complex 
variable. Then the spaces defined by 
M=V {P(A)Yj;PE@Cz]~jEN)~ 
N=V {p(A)(~-A));;p~@Czl,i~~) 
belong to Lat(A) and satisfy NC M, (p -A)Mc N. Obviously, for each 
kef+J 
i,:MfN+C,p+N+(y,q) 
is a well-defined continuous linear form. Because of 
(4;+NvI,)=djk (j,kEN) 
the space M/N is infinite dimensional. If x: M + M/N is the canonical 
quotient map, then 
Lat(M/N) -+ Lat(A), L --f n-‘(f.) 
defines a lattice embedding. Note that it suffices to exchange the roles of A 
and B, respectively (yj) and (zk) to obtain a proof for the richness of 
Lat(B). 
To prove Theorem 2.1 it therefore suffices to construct sequences (yj) 
and (zk) which solve the above factorization problem. To simplify the 
notation we define as before 
X=2, T=h 
and denote by Q = L’( I’)/‘Pm( V) the natural predual of P”( V). For each 
closed subset K of @ with SC K or Sn K= 0 the spectral subspace 
X,(K)={~EX:.~ET,~~(@\K,X)} 
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belongs to Lat(T) and satisfies a(TJX,(K)) c K. If SC Int(K) or 
S n K = 0, then the spectral inclusion c( T/X,( K)) c C\Int(K) holds. Both 
results are standard and can for instance be found in [19] or [2]. For 
YE Y and XE X,( V) choose a compact subset K of V with SE X,(K) and 
ScKor SnK=a anddeline 
c'@XP'"(V)-+@, f-(y,qf(T,)x). 
Here T, denotes the restriction of T onto X,(K). Thus a io*-continuous 
linear functional is defined which is independent of the particular choice 
of K. 
If ~=(J~),~~~~E Y’, -u=(-u,),.i,,~XT(V)S are given vectors, then 
~0 I will denote the r x s-matrix with coefficients J; @ xk (1 5 j 5 r, 
1 s k 5 s) and qx will be the vector (qxi) , 5 I 5 s E Z”. For each integer N 2 1 - - 
we write P’,, for the set of those matrices L = ( Ljk), 5.i, k 5 ,v in M( N, Q) with 
the property: 
Given a natural number s, vectors a,, . . . . u, E Y”, 
6,, . . . . b,E X,( I’)” and a number E > 0, there are vectors 
?‘E YN, XEX,(V)~ with maxOIyll, llqxll)~ 1, and 
IL-.YOxll <Et 
Instead of P’, we shall simply write 9. It is easy to see that the space x,v 
is a norm-closed subset of M( N, Q) for each integer N 2 1. 
The factorization procedure we outline next is by now rather standard. 
The reader should consult [3] or [4] for comparison. 
Our first aim is to reduce higher dimensional factorization problems to 
the corresponding one dimensional problems. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For each integer we have the inclusion 
M(N, 2’)~ N29,. 
Proof: Consider a matrix L = (Ljk) in M(N, 9). Let a,, . . . . a, E YN, 
b 1, . . . . b, E X,( I’)” and E > 0 be arbitrary. 
Choose successively (in an arbitrary order) pairs (.rjk, x,~)~ 5j. k5 h; of 
vectors J),~ E Y, x,~ E X,( V) with max( 11 Y,~ 11, Ilqxjk (I ) 5 1 and 
II L,k - yjk O dyjk II < &IN27 11 .b’,k @X/m Ii < E/N’, 
max II.VjkObiII <E/N, max I(aj 0 .y,k (I < E/N Isis, ISr$s 
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for all integers j, k, f, m = 1, . . . . N with (j, k) # (I, m). Define 
Then for j, k = 1, . . . . N one obtains the estimate 
.k-,,, @ X,,k /I 
II 
Moreover, by construction we know that max( ()‘I) llqxll ) 5 N and 
To get our factorization machine started we make the additional 
assumption that there is a positive real number 11 such that 
Before we prove the existence of y (Theorem 2.7), we show that under this 
assumption our factorization problem can be solved. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Fur each integer Nz 1 we haoe 
{L E MN PI; II41 5 Y/N* 1 c 9~. 
We use Corollary 2.3 to solve factorization problems in such a way that 
the solutions stay in a prescribed neighbourhood of given initial datas. 
First we construct approximate solutions. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let Nz 1 be an integer. Then for L E M( N, Q), 
y,, E YN, x0 E A’,( V)” and E > 0 there are y E YN, x E X,( V)” with 
IIL-YOXII <E, 
m=411y-~voll, l q(~-.~,)ll~~(~/y’~*) lb-,vOOxOIll~*. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
d= I(L-yoOxo)I >O. 
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By Corollary 2.3 for given 6 >O there are UE Y”, by X,( V)” with 
max( Ml, IIqblJ 15 1 and 
In view of the estimate 
~~~-(yo+(~)“2Na)Q(xo+(~)‘%‘b)~~ 
‘I 5 L-y,@x,-:N’a@b + ; 
II 
d La? 
Ii 0 
N ))yoOb+aQsoil 
j 
it is clear that y = y0 + (d/y )‘,’ Na, .Y = .x0 -+ (u’/J~)“~ Nb satisfy all assertions, 
if 6 is chosen sufficiently small. 
In a second step we construct converging sequences of vectors which 
asymptotically solve the given factorization problem. 
PROPOSITION 2.5, Let N 2 1 he an integer. If’ L E M(N, Q), y. E Y”, 
x0 E X,( I/y, E > 0 are gioen, then there are sequences (Y,,)~~, in YN. 
(x,,)“>, in X,( VjN for which - 
(i) J’ = lim, _ ~ J,, z = lim,, _ ~ qx, exist and satisf, 
max(/Iy - .voll, (1~ - qx,II) < (N/y’.‘*) !JL - ~oOxoJJ’i2 +E, 
(ii) L = lim,, _ * y,, Q x, holds in M( N, Q). 
Proof. Define do = IJL - yo@ x0 I( and choose a sequence (d,),, r of 
positive real numbers with (N, I ‘7,‘“) C,“=. I d,‘/ < E. Inductively one obtains 
sequences (J~,,)~~~ in Y”, (.x,,)~~, in X,( br)N with - 
ilL-.v,,O,~,,lI dd,,, 
max(IIp,+,-y,Il, IIq(~~n+,--~n)ll)l(N/~“2)d~2 
for all n 2 0. But then conditions (i) and (ii) are obviously satisfied. 
Thus we have seen how to factorize finite matrices. The case of infinite 
matrices is settled by the next result. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. For each matrix L = (Lik)j,k >, E M( k4, Q) there are 
sequences (Y,~),~~ ,, (xN)NzI with 
(i) JJN E Y”, ?.y E X,( V)“, 
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(ii) for each jz 1 the limits 
exist (here ,v,,,,( j), xN( j) denote the jth components of _F’,~, _Y,%,), 
(iii) for UN integers j, k 2 1 we have 
LJk = lim I’&) 0 s,&4). 
iv l zc 
ProoJ: Choose a sequence (dN),,, of positive real numbers with 
f (N+l)dr;‘Z<s 
N=O 
and a sequence (or,),, , with 0 < GI, < 1 for all Nz I and 
bN~~max{((L,,I(;max(j,k)=N+ll<d, 
for all Nz 0. Define y. = 0, x0 = 0 and 
Using Proposition 2.4 one obtains inductively sequences (yN),,,& 1, (?c~)~~, 
with 
(i) yN E YN, xN EXA W, 
(ii) JJI"j,),,j,,~,-?',O.x,ll<d,, 
(iii) max( JIvn, - .I’,V~lII, lIq~-~~-~~~_.I)~l)~.~/Y”2)d‘~:2, 
for all Nr 1. Because of (iii) the limits y = lim, _ co y,,,, z = lim. _ ic q_xN 
exist in I”(N, Y), respectively I”(N, Z). To complete the proof it suffices 
to replace _vN and xjV by 
(Y;V(j)laci), 2jzfJ* CMNa,),,,,,v. 
Fix an arbitrary point p E V and choose sequences (Y,,,‘)~~ ,, (x,),, , 
which satisfy conditions (i), (ii), aad (iii) of Proposition 2.6 with respect o 
the matrix L = (LJ~)~.~~ l = (&&lj.kz I _ Then for each polynomial p E C[z] 
we obtain 
for all integers j, k 2 1. Therefore, to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 it 
suffices to prove the following result. 
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THEOREM 2.7. The inclusion 
holds with y = l/32. 
The proof of Theorem 2.7 will be given in several steps. First of all we 
claim that under the assumptions of part (b) of Theorem 2.1 even the set 
(T,~(B) is dominating in V. Assume that this is not the case. If SC V, then 
an application of the maximum principle shows that a,(A) n (V\S) is 
dominating in V. Therefore, in any case there must be a point p E @\S, 
which belongs to a,(A)\a,(A). But then dim( Y/(p-A) Y) < co, while 
dim(Ker(p - A)) = cc and the proof of Corollary 11 in [ 121 shows that the 
operator A does not satisfy the single valued extension property near the 
point p. This contradicts the fact that A even satisfies Bishop’s property (8) 
on @\S. 
As an application of the separation theorem the closed absolutely-convex 
hull of the set 
is the closed unit ball in Q. First we show how to factorize convex com- 
binations of point evaluations. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let r, s >= 1 be integers. Consider non-negative real 
numbers c, , . . . . c, rcirh xl=, ci = 1 and points A,, . . . . Are o,,(B) n V. f’ 
a,, . . . . a, E Y, b,, . . . . 6, E X,( V) and E > 0 are arbitrary, then there are y E Y, 
.x E A’,( V) with (1 y(l 5 2, /qxl\ 5 1 and 
0) IIC:=, Ci~~,-YO-xll <Ev 
(ii) max lsiss ll.vOb,il <E, max,,,,, IlaiO-yll <E. 
Proof A moment’s consideration shows that it suffices to construct 
for each E > 0 vectors YE Y and XE X,( V) in such a way that 
(lyl( < 2 + E, I(qxI) < 1 + E and that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied with 
the same E. 
We start by choosing an arbitrary real number 6 with 0 < 6 < 1. Let K 
be a compact subset of V with S c Int(K) or S n K= 0 and 
bl, . . . . b,EX,(K), Ai, . . . . &eInt(K). Since 
C= {qf(T,)b,;fE P”( V) with llfll 5 1, i= 1, . . . . s} 
is compact, there are vectors : in, . . . . z0 E Z with min, <, S n ((z - zdi (( < 6 - 
for all z E C. Define 
Z,= (a ,,..., a,}lcZ. 
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Choose a closed finite codimensional subspace 2, in Z with 
S(V {z-,, . ..) z,>, Z,)> I-6 [16, Lemma III.l.l]. 
Note that {A,, . . . . ir} n cr( T/X,(K)) = 0. By Proposition 1.4 there are 
vectors z,EZ,nZZ,, x,EX, .?,EX,(K) with 
ZI =qx1, lIz,II = 1, II(i, - n~,II <& lb, -.f,lI <6. 
Choose a closed finite codimensional subspace Z, of Z with 
S(V {Z&, . . . . z,}, ZJ)> l-6. 
Again by Proposition 1.4 there are zz EZ~ n Z, n Zz, +)c2 E X, S?2 EX,(K) 
with 
Continuing in this way we obtain elements 
Zl, . ..) Z,.EZ(), x,, . ..) X,EX, 1,, . ..) <T,EX,(K) 
which satisfy for each k = 1, . . . . r the relations 
It is standard to deduce that 
holds for all a,, . . . . CL,E @ and that the canonical projection of L = 
v;=-,zk onto Vi=, zk has norm less that 2/( 1 - 6). By a result of 
Ch. Zenger (cf. [6, p. 203) there is a linear form I on L with (III) < 2/( 1 - 6) 
and there are complex numbers p,, . . . . pr with 
‘I &zk ~l,~(~k~k)=Ck(l~k~‘),f(~k)=O(-n~k~O). ik=l /I 
Using the canonical isometric identification L’z Y/IL one can choose an 
element y E Y with 11~11 < 2/( 1 - 8) and 
(y, zk) = bk) (-n=<k_Ir). 
580;94:1-15 
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If we define ,K = C; =, pkZkr then we obtain 
If 6 is small enough, then the estimate 
Y@4f)- i: Ckf(Jk) I i ~k(~,qf~l(TK)(T-;Ck)-~k) 
k=l I I k=l 
+ i llk(J’,qf(~k)(~k--~k)) <& 
k=l 
holds for allf E P”(V) with llfll s 1. Since (y, 2-k) = 0 for k = 0, . . . . n, we 
deduce that 
holds for i= 1 , . . . . s and all f~ P”( V) with llfll 5 1, if 6 is chosen small 
enough. To conclude the proof observe that for i = 1, . . . . s the estimate 
+ i /lk(% qftAk)(-fk - ?Ik)) < & 
k=l 
holds for allfc P’“( V) with llfll 5 1, if 6 is small enough. 
An elementary decomposition into real and imaginary, positive and 
negative parts sufftces to prove the complex version of Proposition 2.8. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let r, s 2 1 be integers. Consider complex numbers 
ii 
I, . . . . c, with xl=, Ici( 5 1 and A,, . . . . l,~o,,(B)n V. Zf a ,,..., U,E Y, 
,, . . . . b,E X,( V) and E >O are arbitrary, then there are YE Y, XE X,( V) 
with I( y(J 5 8, llqx)( 5 4 and 
(i) IICl=, CiK., -yO4l <E, 
(ii) max 15i5s IIYObiIl <E, max,,iss IlaiO~~ll <E. 
Proof. Write for i= 1, . . . . r 
ci= c &kCki, 
k=l 
where each ck is a complex number of modulus 1 and each cki is a real 
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number with 0 5 cki s (ci (. Use Proposition 2.8 to choose successively pairs 
bk, xk)lskc4 of elements yk~ Y, -xk~Xr(V) with /IY~II 52, llqxkll 5 1 
for all k, I= 1, . . . . 4 with k # 1. Then ?’ = 1; =, &k )‘k and X = cf = r xk SatiSfj’ 
all assertions. 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. By Corollary 2.9 the absolutely-convex hull of 
the set M = (&J$ ; I E ole( B) n V> is contained in 3. Because a,,(B) is 
dominating in V the closed absolutely-convex hull of M is precisely the ball 
{L E a IlU s 8). s ince Y is a closed subset of Q, Theorem 2.7 is proved. 
The factorization technique described in the section between Proposi- 
tion 2.2 and Proposition 2.6 does not depend on the particular definition of 
the bilinear map Y x X,(V) + Q, (y, x) + y @ x. An abstract version of 
this factorization technique can be found in [4]. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF Alg Lat(R) 
Let REL(E) be a continuous linear operator on a complex Banach 
space and let SC C be a compact subset of @ such that R satisfies property 
(/3) or property (6) on @\S. Moreover, assume that there is a bounded 
open set Y in C with Sn V= 0 or SC V such that a,(R) is dominating 
in V. 
Our aim in this section is to construct a natural representation of the 
operator algebra Alg Lat(R) generated by the invariant subspace lattice of 
R. To handle the cases of property (fl) and property (6) simultaneously we 
shall use the notations fixed in Sections 1 and 2. Instead of Alg Lat(R) we 
consider the operator algebra a-Alg Lat(A), which by definition consists of 
all operators C E L( Y) that are weakly continuous relative to the duality 
( Y, 2) and leave invariant all a( Y, Z)-closed spaces in Lat(A). We first 
show that each operator CE a-Alg Lat(A) induces a function g E P”(V) in 
a natural way. 
Let CE a-Alg Lat(A) be a fixed operator. We explain how to define the 
function g induced by C. 
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For given R E V choose sequences (Y~)~> L in Y, (x,),, , in X,( V) such - 
that 
(i) the limits y = lim, _ ~ J,*, z = lim, _ il, qx, exist and 
(ii) &I. = lim n-33 y,, 0 x, holds in Q. 
Sequences (yn), (x,) with these properties will be called approximating 
sequences for G?~. We try to define a function by setting 
g: v+ @, g(l) = (Cy, z), 
if there are approximating sequences (y,), (x,) for &‘A with )’ = lim, _ 3c J’,, 
z=lirnn+= qx,. To prove that this makes sense we follow ideas from [S]. 
hOPOSITION 3.1. The function g is well defined. 
Proof: Consider sequences (Y,,A~~, (J~~),,~~ in K (xln)nBLT (-UnzL 
in X,(V) such that 
(i) yi = lim, _ r, yin, zi = lim, _ a qxill exist for i= 1, 2, 
(ii) E,= IIY~~O+Y~~- yZn@xZnll + l/n converges to zero for n + 03. 
It suffices to prove that (Qr, zr) = (Cyz, z2). 
To reduce the number of indices fix for the moment an arbitrary natural 
number n. For each pair (i, j) of integers with 15 i, js 2, (i, j) # (2,2), 
there are points &( 1 ), . . . . &(r) in V and complex numbers or,(l), . . . . crv(r) 
with 
k=l 
The reader should keep in mind that the length r of this sum as well as 
the points A,(k), cc,(k) depend on n. For i, j as above we define 
r 
L,= c a,(k) gAy(k,. 
k=l 
Moreover, we set Lz2 = L,, and a2Ak) = all(k), Mk) = h,(k) for 
k = 1, . . . . r. If we define L=(L,)EM(~, Q), ~~=(yi,)~=1,2, x =(x,,)i,1,2, 
then the estimate 
follows. By Proposition 2.5 there are sequences (y’(k))kz, in Y2, 
(-y’(khz I in X,(V)’ such that 
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(i) y’=lim,,, y’(k), z’= limk _ s qx’(k) exist and satisfy 
max(lIy’- y,ll, llz’-qqx, II)< 12(2e,)‘j*+ E,, 
(ii) L = lim, _ z y’(k) @x’(k) holds in M(2, Q). 
We claim that 
(cy;, z;> = (Cyi, z;> (*I 
holds, if y’ = (y;, y;) and z’ = (z;, zi ). As a modest first step note that 
holds for each polynomial p E @[z]. Let us define M as the LT( Y, Z)-closed 
linear span of the set 
{p(A)yl;pE@[z]andi=1,2}, 
and let M, denote the o(Z, Y)-closed linear span of the set 
{p(B)z!; p~@[z] and i= 1, 2). 
Then M and N= Mn IM, belong to Lat(C). 
Consider first the case that Z= Y’. Let us define A = (A 1 M)/N, c= 
(Cl M)/N. Then an easy argument (cf. [S, Lemma 33) shows that 
ci~ Alg Lat(2). We denote by n the finite set of all points 1,(k) with 1 S i, 
js 2, and 1 S k 5 r and claim that A’ is annihilated by the polynomial 
x(z) = rIk/l (z-n). To see this note that for 1 5 i, js 2, and arbitrary 
polynomials p, q E @[z] the identity 
(X(A) P(A)y:, dB)z,r) = CL,, xP4) =o 
holds. We conclude (cf., for instance, [S, Lemma 23) that there is a polyno- 
mial p~C[z] with c=p(A). But then (*) follows from 
In the remaining case Y = Z’ the operator C is the adjoint of an operator 
DE Alg Lat(B) and Eq. (*) follows by applying the corresponding 
argumentation to M,, N, = M, n Ml, and B = (B 1 M,)/N,, b = 
CD I M, l/N,. 
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The proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed by the observation that the 
right-hand side of the equation 
(CY1,Z,>-<C,v*,~,) 
= (CY,, =L > - (CYln. q-~l,) - <CY*, =2> + (CY*n, 4x2,) 
+(c~,,,qx,,,-z;)+(c(P,,-~;),z;) 
+~c(Y;-~*,),~;~+~cq’*“,~;-q~,,~ 
can be made arbitrarily small. 
Our next aim is to show that g is analytic. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zfg is as abooe, then gE P”(V) and l(gl( 5 32 IICII. 
Proof. Let 8 be the linear hull of the set {gA; 1 E V}. The function g 
induces a linear form 
Since 8 is dense in Q, it suffices to show that $ is continuous with II$II s 
32 I(CIJ. To this end consider an element L = C;=, ti gA,#O in d with 
/I L 3 ...I A, pairwise distinct and ti#O for all i. Fix an arbitrary real number 
E>O. By Proposition 2.5 there are sequences (y,), , in Y, (x,),, I in 
X,(V) for which 
(i) y= lim, _ ,= ynr z = lim, _ sc qx, exist and satisfy 
max(IlA, IMl)l(fi+~) llLll”*, 
(ii) L=lim v Ox, holds in Q. n-r.” 
We claim that I/I(L) = (Cy, z). To see this choose for each i = 1, . . . . r a 
polynomial pi E @[z] with 
PitAj,) = 6,1ti (j = 1, . ..) v) 
and define y, = p,(A) yn for n 2 1. Then for each i = 1, . . . . r and each f in 
the closed unit ball of P”(V) the estimate 
If(‘i) - Yin @ xn(f)l = I L(fPi) - 4)n 8 X,(fPi)l 
s IlL-P,o~~,ll llPillm.V 
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holds. Using the definition of g and the result established in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1 we obtain 
$(L)= i fjg(nj)= i ri(CPi(A)Yt z> r=L i= I
= c i tip,(A)!, z 
l 1 
= (Cy, 3). 
r=l / 
The continuity of $ follows from the observation that 
IW)l 5 IICII IIYII II4 5 (x/12 + &J2 IlCll IlLll. 
The best possible in the present setting would be a result saying that C 
can be approximated by polynomials in A in a suitable sense. The next 
lemma shows that this is possible at least on V. 
LEMMA 3.3. For J’E Y and ?TE X,( V) rhe identity 
(Cy, 4.u) = .YQ.r(g) 
holds. In particular. if (p,) is a net of polynomials converging Hreakly to g 
relative to the duality (Q, P” ( V) ), then 
(Cy, qx > = lim (p,(A ) L’, 4-r > 
a 
follows for all y E Y, x E X,( V). 
Proof Consider elements y E Y, x E X,( V). Let d be defined as in the 
foregoing proof. Then there is a sequence (Lk) in d with limit y@x and 
Lk # y Q x for all k. By Proposition 2.5 for each k we can choose sequences 
KlL~l in K (xkJns, in X,(V) such that - 
(i) yk = lim, _ r ykn, zk = lim, _ ~, qxkn exist and satisfy 
max(Ily, - AI, llzk - 9x11  < 6 IILk - ~041 I!*, 
(ii) L, = lim, _ x ykn Q xkn holds in Q. 
By the proof of Proposition 3.2 we know that 
(0, 4x) = !ifx (Cvk, zk > = lim CL,, g> =yQ(g). k-+x 
Using the results proved so far it is not dillicult to show that the map 
assigning to each operator CE a-Alg Lat(A) the function ge P”( V) 
constructed above yields a representation of the algebra a-Alg Lat(A). 
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THEOREM 3.4. The map 
@: a-Alg Lat(A) -+ P”( V), C + g (defined as above ) 
is a continuous algebra homomorphism with 
Ker @= {CEO-Alg Lat(A); CYc Y,(@\V)}. 
Proof: Obviously @ is C-linear. To prove the multiplicity consider two 
operators C,, C2 E o-Alg Lat(A) and define 
c=c,c,, g=@(C), gi=@(ci) (i= 1, 2). 
For given J. E V choose approximating sequences (v,,), (x,) for &A, define 
y = lim, _ sI ynr 2 = lim, _ 3c qx,, and fix a sequence (K,) of compact 
subsets of V such that x, E X,(K,,) for each n. Then Lemma 3.3 yields that 
To compute the kernel of @ consider an operator C E a-Alg Lat(A). It 
follows from the definition of @, respectively Lemma 3.3, that Q(C) = 0 if 
and only if Im C is contained in lqXT( I’). Using standard duality theory 
and the results of Section 1 we obtain 
lqXT.( V)=j-‘(Lx,( V))=j-‘( B#\V))= Y,(@\V). 
Remark 3.5. For each operator C in rr-Alg Lat( B) there is a unique 
operator D in a-Alg Lat(A) with ( JJ, Cz) = (Dy, z) for all y E Y, z E Z. 
The composition 
Y: o-Alg Lat( B) + P”( V), C -+ Q(D) 
defines a continuous algebra homomorphism with 
KerY={CEa-AlgLat(B);Z,(V)cKerC}. 
The last identity follows from Lemma 1.3 and standard duality theory. 
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EXAMPLE 3.6. Let K be the compact set 
K=(zE@;IZJ.~lju{ZE[W;1~;1;1=<2} 
and C(K) the Banach algebra of all continuous complex functions on K. 
For each g E C(K) we consider the multiplication operator 
M,: C(K) + C(K), .f -+ gJ: 
If A = M, denotes the multiplication by the argument, then the largest 
open set, in which o,(A) = cr(A) = K is dominating, is the open unit disc D. 
The algebra Alg Lat(A) consists of all multiplication operators M, with 
gE P(K), i.e., the uniform closure of the polynomials in C(K). Under the 
natural identification of Alg Lat(A) with P(K) the map constructed in 
Theorem 3.4 becomes the restriction @: P(K) -+ H”(D), g + gJ D. Since 
P(K) consists of all functions in C(K) which are analytic on D, the map @ 
is far from being injective in this example, although V has been chosen as 
large as possible and although the operator A is reflexive in the best 
possible sense. 
Nevertheless, if Y,(@\V)= CO}, then @ is injective and hence 
a-Alg Lat(A) is commutative. More than this can be shown. 
LEMMA 3.7. rf YA(C\ V) = {0}, then 
a-Alg Lat(A ) c o-(A)“. 
Here a-(A)” is the set of all (T( Y, Z)-continuous operators on Y commuting 
with each a( Y, Z)-continuous operator in the commutant of A. 
Proof: Let U E L(Y) be a a( Y, Z)-continuous operator in the commu- 
tant of A. Fix CE g-Alg Lat(A), define g = @(C) and consider elements 
y E Y, x E X,(V). Let 0~ L(Y) be the canonical extension of U defined in 
Remark 1.2(b) and let fi* E L(X) be the operator dual to 0. If (p,) is a net 
of polynomials in P”(V) converging weakly to g relative to the dual 
system (Q, P”(V)), then Lemma 3.3 implies that 
(CUy, qx) =lim (p,(A) Uy, qx) =lim (~!?p,(A)y, x) 
1 2 
= lim (p,(A) y, qO*x) = (Q, qO*x) 
m 
holds for all ~1 E Y and x E X,( V). Here as explained in Section I we have 
regarded Y as a subspace of Y via the map i: Y + Y which is dual to q. 
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We conclude this section with two applications. The first concerns the 
class of seminormal operators. 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let R E L(H) be 
seminormal. Assume that there is an open set V in C such that a,(R) is 
dominating in V. 
(a) If R is hyponormal, then the map 
@: Alg Lat(R) -+ P” ( V) 
defined in Theorem 3.4 is a continuous algebra homomorphism with 
Ker@={CEAlgLat(R);Im(C)cH,(@\Vj}. 
For C, DE Alg Lat(R) and U E (R)’ we have 
Im( CD - DC) c HR(Ci, V), Im( CU - UC) c HR(@\ V). 
(b) If R is cohyponormal, then the map 
Y: Alg Lat( R) -+ P”,( V) 
defined in Remark 3.5 is a continuous algebra homomorphism with 
Ker Y={CEA~~L~~(R);H,(V)~K~~(C)~. 
For C, DE Alg Lat(R) and UE (R)’ we have 
HR( V) c Ker( CD - DC), HR( V) t Ker( CU - UC). 
The maps occurring abotle are continuous, if Alg Lat( R) carries the ultra 
weak operator topology and P”( V) its w*-topologJ1. 
Since hyponormal operators satisfy Bishop’s property (/?) (see, e.g., [ 14, 
Chap. III, Theorem 5.51) all preceding results apply. Only the last remark 
concerning the Kr*-continuity has still to be proved. Since both Alg Lat(R) 
(equipped with the ultra weak operator topology) and P”(V) are dual 
spaces of separable Banach spaces, it suffices to prove that @ is sequentially 
,r*-continuous. But this immediately follows from the delinition of @ and 
the norm estimate obtained in Proposition 3.2. 
The second application concerns operators possessing K-spectral sets. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let H be a Hilbert space, K> 0 a constant and let 
RE L(H) be an operator with property (/I). Assume that o,(R) is dominating 
in an open set V such that 
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(i) F is a K-spectral set, 
(ii) each g in P”( V) is the w*-limit of a bounded net of polynomials, 
(iii) HR(@\V) = (0). 
Then R is reflexive and @: Alg Lat( R) -+ P”(V) dejlned as in Theorem 3.4 
is a topological isomorphism. 
Prooj: The map @ is continuous and injective by Theorem 3.4. For 
g E P”( V) there is by assumption a bounded net (p,) of polynomials 
converging to g in the rv*-topology. Since P is a K-spectral set for R, the 
sequence (p,(R)) is bounded, and hence we may assume that it converges 
to an operator CE Alg Lat(R) in the weak operator topology. 
If (y,), (x,) are approximating sequences for &>. (1 E V) and y = 
lim n-r J,~. z = lim, _ % qx,l, then 
(C~:z>=lim (p,(R)p,z)=limp,(~)=g(%). 
1 1 
Hence @ is surje,ctive. If C’E Alg Lat(R) is arbitrary, then the above 
reasoning applied to g = @(C) shows that C can be approximated in the 
weak operator topology by polynomials in R. 
To obtain a corresponding version of Corollary 3.9 for operators with 
property (6) it suffices to replace assumption (iii) by the condition that 
HR( V) is dense in H. 
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